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Closed-loop estimation of retinal network sensitivity by local1

empirical linearization2

Abstract3

Understanding how sensory systems process information depends crucially on identifying which4

features of the stimulus drive the response of sensory neurons, and which ones leave their response5

invariant. This task is made difficult by the many non-linearities that shape sensory processing.6

Here we present a novel perturbative approach to understand information processing by sensory7

neurons, where we linearize their collective response locally in stimulus space. We added small8

perturbations to reference stimuli and tested if they triggered visible changes in the responses,9

adapting their amplitude according to the previous responses with closed-loop experiments. We10

developed a local linear model that accurately predicts the sensitivity of the neural responses to11

these perturbations. Applying this approach to the rat retina, we estimated the optimal perfor-12

mance of a neural decoder and showed that the non-linear sensitivity of the retina is consistent with13

an efficient encoding of stimulus information. Our approach can be used to characterize experi-14

mentally the sensitivity of neural systems to external stimuli locally, quantify experimentally the15

capacity of neural networks to encode sensory information, and relate their activity to behaviour.16
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT17

Understanding how sensory systems process information is an open challenge mostly18

because these systems have many unknown nonlinearities. A general approach to studying19

nonlinear systems is to expand their response perturbatively. Here we apply such a method20

experimentally to understand how the retina processes visual stimuli. Starting from a ref-21

erence stimulus, we tested whether small perturbations to that reference (chosen iteratively22

using closed-loop experiments) triggered visible changes in the retinal responses. We then23

inferred a local linear model to predict the sensitivity of the retina to these perturbations,24

and showed that this sensitivity supported an efficient encoding of the stimulus. Our ap-25

proach is general and could be used in many sensory systems to characterize and understand26

their local sensitivity to stimuli.27

28

INTRODUCTION29

An important issue in neuroscience is to understand how sensory systems use their neural30

resources to represent information. A crucial step towards understanding the sensory pro-31

cessing performed by a given brain area is to characterize its sensitivity (Benichoux et al.32

2017), by determining which features of the sensory input are coded in the activity of these33

sensory neurons, and which features are discarded. If a sensory area extracts a given feature34

from the sensory scene, any change along that dimension will trigger a noticeable change in35

the activity of the sensory system. Conversely, if the information about a given feature is36

discarded by this area, the activity of the area should be left invariant by a change along37

that feature dimension. To understand which information is extracted by a sensory network,38

we must determine which changes in the stimulus evoke a significant change in the neural39

response, and which ones leave the response invariant.40

This task is made difficult by the fact that sensory structures process stimuli in a highly41

non-linear fashion. At the cortical level, many studies have shown that the response of42

sensory neurons is shaped by multiple non-linearities (Carandini et al. 2005, Machens et al.43

2004). Models based on the linear receptive field are not able to predict the responses of44

neurons to complex, natural scenes. This is even true in the retina. While spatially uniform45
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or coarse grained stimuli produce responses that can be predicted by quasi-linear models46

(Berry and Meister 1998, Keat et al. 2001, Pillow et al. 2008), stimuli closer to natural scenes47

(Heitman et al. 2016) or with rich temporal dynamics (Berry et al. 1999, Ölveczky et al.48

2003) are harder to characterize, as they trigger non-linear responses in the retinal output.49

These unknown non-linearities challenge our ability to model stimulus processing and limit50

our understanding of how neural networks process information.51

Here we present a novel approach to measure experimentally the local sensitivity of a52

non-linear network. Because any non-linear function can be linearized around a given point,53

we hypothesized that, even in a sensory network with non-linear responses, one can still54

define experimentally a local linear model that can well predict the network response to55

small perturbations around a given reference stimulus. This local model should only be56

valid around the reference stimulus, but it is sufficient to predict if small perturbations can57

be discriminated based on the network response.58

This local model allows us to estimate the sensitivity of the recorded network to changes59

around one stimulus. This local measure characterizes the ability of the network to code60

different dimensions of the stimulus space, circumventing the impractical task of building61

a complete accurate nonlinear model of the stimulus-response relationship. Although this62

characterization is necessarily local and does not generalize to the entire stimulus space,63

one can hope to use it to reveal general principles that are robust to the chosen reference64

stimulus.65

We applied this strategy to the retina. We recorded the activity of a large population of66

retinal ganglion cells stimulated by a randomly moving bar. We characterized the sensitiv-67

ity of the retinal population to small stimulus changes, by testing perturbations around a68

reference stimulus. Because the stimulus space is of high dimension, we designed closed-loop69

experiments to probe efficiently a perturbation space with many different shapes and ampli-70

tudes. This allowed us to build a complete model of the population response in that region71

of the stimulus space, and to precisely quantify the sensitivity of the neural representation.72

We then used this experimental estimation of the network sensitivity to tackle two long-73

standing issues in sensory neuroscience. First, when trying to decode neural activity to74

predict the stimulus presented, it is always difficult to know if the decoder is optimal or if75

it misses some of the available information. We show that our estimation of the network76

sensitivity gives an upper bound of the decoder performance that should be reachable by77
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an optimal decoder. Second, the efficient coding hypothesis (Attneave 1954, Barlow 1961)78

postulates that neural encoding of stimuli has adapted to represent natural occurring sensory79

scenes optimally in the presence of limited resources. Testing this hypothesis for sensory80

structures that perform non-linear computations on high dimensional stimuli is still an open81

challenge. Here we found that the network sensitivity with respect to stimulus perturbations82

exhibits a peak as a function of the temporal frequency of the perturbation, in agreement83

with prediction from efficient coding theory. Our method paves the way towards testing84

efficient coding theory in non-linear networks.85

MATERIALS AND METHODS86

Extracellular recording. Experiments were performed on the adult Long Evans rat of either sex,87

in accordance with institutional animal care standards. The retina was extracted from the euthanized animal88

and maintained in an oxygenated Ames’ medium (Sigma-Aldrich). The retina was recorded extracellularly89

on the ganglion cell side with an array of 252 electrodes spaced by 60 μm (Multichannel Systems), as90

previously described (Anonymous 2012). Single cells were isolated offline using Anonymous a custom spike91

sorting algorithm (Anonymous 2016). We then selected 60 cells that were well separated (no violations of92

refractory period, i.e. no spikes separated by less than 2 ms), had enough spikes (firing rate larger than 0.593

Hz), had a stable firing rate during the whole experiment, and responded consistently to repetitions of a94

reference stimulus (see later).95

Stimulus. The stimulus was a movie of a white bar on a dark background projected at a refresh rate96

of 50 Hz with a digital micromirror device. The bar had intensity 7.6 1011 photons.cm−2.s−1, and 115 μm97

width. The bar was horizontal and moved vertically. The bar trajectory consisted in 17034 snippets of 0.998

s consisting in 2 reference trajectories repeated 391 times each, perturbations of these reference trajectories99

and 6431 random trajectories. Continuity between snippets was ensured by constraining all snippets to100

start and end in the middle of the screen with velocity 0. Random trajectories followed the statistics of an101

overdamped stochastic oscillator (Anonymous 2015). We used a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to generate102

random trajectories satisfying the boundary conditions. The two reference trajectories were drawn from103

that ensemble.104

Perturbations. Stimulus perturbations were small changes in the middle portion of the reference105

trajectory, between 280 and 600 ms. A perturbation is denoted by its discretized time series with time106
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FIG. 1. Perturbations shapes. We used the same 16 perturbation shapes for the 2 reference

stimuli. The first 12 perturbation shapes were combinations of two Fourier components, and the

last 4 ones were random combinations of them: fk(t) = cos(2πkt/T ), gk(t) = (1/k) sin(2πkt/T ),

with T the duration of the perturbation and t = 0 the beginning of the perturbation. The first

perturbations j = 1...7 were Sj = fj − 1. For j = 8, . . . , 10 they were the opposite of the three first

ones: Sj = −Sj−7. For j = 11, 12 we used Sj = gj−10+1−g1. Perturbations 13 and 14 were random

combinations of perturbations 1, 2, 3, 11 and 12, constrained to be orthogonal. Perturbations 15

and 16 were random combinations of fj for j ∈ [1, 8] and gk for k ∈ [1, 7], allowing higher frequencies

than perturbation directions 13 and 14. Perturbation direction 15 and 16 were also constrained

to be orthogonal. The largest amplitude for each perturbation we presented was 115 μm. An

exception was made for perturbations 15 and 16 applied to the second reference trajectory, as for

this amplitude they had a discrimination probability below 70%. They were thus increased by a

factor 1.5. The largest amplitude for each perturbation was repeated at least 93 times, with the

exception of perturbation 15 (32 times) and 16 (40 times) on the second reference trajectory.

step δt = 20 ms, S = (S1, . . . , SL), with L = 16, over the 320 ms of the perturbation (bold symbols107

represent vectors and matrices throughout). Perturbations can be decomposed as S = A × Q, where108

A2 = (1/L)
∑L

t=1 S
2
t is the amplitude, and Q = S/A the shape. Perturbations shapes were chosen to have109

zero value and zero derivative at their boundaries. They are represented in Fig. 1.110111

Closed-loop experiments. We aimed to characterize the population discrimination capacity112

of small perturbations to the reference stimulus. For each perturbation shape (Fig. 1), we searched for the113

smallest amplitude that will still evoke a detectable change in the retinal response, as we explain below. To114

do this automatically on the many tested perturbation shapes, we implemented closed-loop experiments115

(Fig. 3A). At each iteration the retina was stimulated with a perturbed stimulus and the population response116
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was recorded and used to select the next stimulation in real time.117

Online spike detection. During the experiment we detected spikes in real time on each electrode118

independently. Each electrode signal was high-pass filtered using a Butterworth filter with a 200 Hz frequency119

cutoff. A spike was detected if the electrode potential U was lower than a threshold of 5 times the median120

absolute deviation of the voltage (Anonymous 2016).121

Online adaptation of perturbation amplitude. To identify the range of perturbations122

that were neither too easy nor too hard to discriminate, we adapted perturbation amplitudes so that the lin-123

ear discrimination probability (see below) converged to target value D∗ = 85% For each shape, perturbation124

amplitudes were adapted using the Accelerated Stochastic Approximation (Kesten 1958). If an amplitude125

An triggered a response with discrimination probability Dn, then at the next step the perturbation was126

presented at amplitude An+1 with127

lnAn+1 = lnAn − C

rn + 1
(Dn −D∗), (1)

where C = 0.74 is a scaling coefficient that controls the size of steps, and rn is the number of reversal steps128

in the experiment, i.e. the number of times when a discrimination Dn larger than D∗ was followed by129

Dn+1 smaller than D∗, and vice versa. In order to explore the responses to different ranges of amplitudes130

even in the case where the algorithm converged too fast, we also presented amplitudes regularly spaced on131

a log-scale. We presented the largest amplitude Amax (value in caption of Fig. 1), and scaled it down by132

multiples of 1.4, Amax/1.4
k with k = 1, . . . , 7.133

Online and offline linear discrimination. We applied linear discrimination theory to134

estimate if perturbed and reference stimuli can be discriminated from the population response they trigger.135

We applied it twice: online, on the electrode signals to adapt the perturbation amplitude, and offline, on the136

sorted spikes to estimate the response discrimination capacity. The response R = (Rib) over time of either137

the N = 256 electrodes, or the N = 60 cells (the same notation N and R are used for electrode number138

and response and cell number and response for mathematical convenience), was binarized into B time bins139

of size δ = 20 ms: Rib = 1 if cell i spiked at least once during the bth time bin, and 0 otherwise. R is140

thus a vector of size N × B, labeled by a joint index ib. The response is considered from the start of the141

perturbation until 280 ms afters its end, so that B = 30.142

In order to apply linear discrimination on RS, the response to the perturbation S, we record multiple143

responses Rref to the reference, and multiple responses RSmax to a large perturbation Smax, with the same144
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stimulus shape as S but at the maximum amplitude that was played during the course of the experiment145

(typically 110 μm, see caption Fig. 1). Our goal is to estimate how close RS is to the ‘typical’ Rref146

compared to the ‘typical’ RSmax
. To this aim, we compute the mean response to the reference and to the147

large perturbation, 〈Rref〉 and 〈RSmax
〉, and use their difference as a linear classifier. Specifically we project148

RS onto the difference between these two mean responses. For a generic response R (either Rref , RS or149

RSmax
), the projection x (respectively, xref , xS or xSmax

) reads:150

x = uT · R (2)

where x is a scalar and u = 〈RSmax〉 − 〈Rref〉 is the linear discrimination axis. The computation of x is a151

projection in our joint index notation, but it can be decomposed in a summation over cells i and consecutive152

time-bins b of the response: x =
∑

i

∑
b uibRib. On average, we expect 〈xref〉 < 〈xS〉 < 〈xSmax

〉. To quantify153

the discrimination capacity, we compute the probability that xS > xref , following the classical approach for154

linear classifiers.155

To avoid overfitting, when projecting a response to the reference trajectory, Rref , onto (〈RSmax
〉−〈Rref〉),156

we first re-compute 〈Rref〉 by leaving out the response of interest. If we did not do this, the discriminability157

of responses would be over-estimated.158

In Mathematical Derivations we discuss the case of a system with response changes that are linear in the159

perturbation, or equivalently when the perturbation is small enough so that a linear first order approximation160

is valid.161

Offline discrimination and sensitivity. To measure the discrimination probability as a162

function of the perturbation amplitude, we consider the difference of the projections, Δx = xS − xref . The163

response to the stimulation RS is noisy, making x and xref the sum of many random variables (corresponding164

to each neuron and time bin combinations), and we can apply the central limit theorem to approximate165

their distributions as Gaussian (as verified in the right side in Fig. 3B), for a given perturbation at a given166

amplitude. For small perturbations, the mean of Δx grows linearly with the perturbation amplitude A,167

μ = α × A, and the variances of xS and xref are equal at first order, Var(xS) ≈ Var(xref) = σ2, so that168

the variance of Δx, Var(Δx) = Var(xS) + Var(xref) = 2σ2 is independent of A. Then the probability of169

discrimination is given by the error function:170

D = P (xref < xS) =
1

2
(1 + erf(d′/2)) (3)

7



where d′ = μ/σ = c × A is the standard sensitivity index (Macmillan and Creelman 2004), and c = α/σ is171

defined as the sensitivity coefficient, which depends on the perturbation shape Q. This coefficient determines172

the amplitude A = c−1 at which discrimination probability is equal to (1/2)[1 + erf(1/2)] = 76%.173

Optimal sensitivity and Fisher information. We then aimed to find the discrimination174

probability for any perturbation. Given the distributions of responses to the reference stimulus, P (R|ref),175

and to a perturbation, P (R|S), optimal discrimination can be achieved by studying the sign of the response-176

specific log-ratio L(R) = ln[P (R|S)/P (R|ref)]. Note that in the log-ratio, R represents a stochastic response177

and not the independent variable of a probability density. Because it depends on the response R, this log178

ratio is both stimulus dependent and stochastic. Let us define Lref to be the random variable taking value179

L(R) upon presentation of the reference stimulus, i.e. when R is a (stochastic) response to the stimulus,180

and LS the random variable taking value L(R) when R is a response to the presentation of S. According to181

the definition given earlier, the probability of successful discrimination is the probability that the log-ratio182

calculated from a random response to the perturbed stimulus is larger than the log-ratio calculated from a183

random response to the reference, LS > Lref . Using the central limit theorem we assume again that LS and184

Lref are Gaussian. We can calculate their mean and variance at small S (see Mathematical derivations):185

μL = 〈LS〉 − 〈Lref〉 = ST · I · S and 2σL2 = Var(LS) + Var(Lref) = 2ST · I · S, where186

I = (Itt′), Itt′ = −
∑
R

P (R|ref) ∂2 lnP (R|S)
∂St ∂St′

∣∣∣∣
S=0

(4)

is the Fisher information matrix calculated at the reference stimulus. Following standard discrimination187

theory (see Macmillan and Creelman (2004), and Seung and Sompolinsky (1993) for a derivation in a188

similar context), the discrimination probability is (see Mathematical derivations): D = P (LS > Lref) =189

(1/2)[1 + erf(d′/2)], with190

d′ =
μL
σL

=
√
ST · I · S. (5)

This result generalizes to an arbitrary stimulus dimension the result of Seung and Sompolinsky (1993).191

Local model. Because sampling the full response probability distribution P (R|S) would require192

estimating 2N×B numbers (one for each possible response R) for each perturbation S, estimating the Fisher193

Information Matrix directly is impractical, and requires building a model that can predict how the retina194

responds to small perturbations of the reference stimulus. We used the data from these closed loop exper-195

iments for this purpose. The model, schematized in Fig. 4A, assumes that a linear correction can account196

for the response change driven by small perturbations. We introduce the local model as a linear expansion197
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of the logarithm of response distribution as a function of both stimulus and response:198

lnP (R|S) = lnP (R|ref) +
∑
i

∑
{ti}

∫
dt Fi(ti, t)S(t) + const

= lnP (R|ref) +
∑
ib,t

RibFib,tSt + const = lnP (R|ref) +RT · F · S+ const,

(6)

where in the integral form, {ti} denotes the set of spiking times of neuron i, and Fi is a stimulus filter199

depending on both the stimulus time and spiking time (no time-translation invariance). The second line200

is the discretized version adapted to our binary convention for describing spiking activity binned into bins201

indexed by b. The matrix F = (Fib,t) is the discretized version of Fi(ti, t) and contains the linear filters with202

which the change in the response is calculated from the linear projection of the past stimulus. For ease of203

notation, hereafter we use matrix multiplications rather than explicit sums over ib and t.204

The distribution of responses to the reference trajectory is assumed to be conditionally independent:205

lnP (R|ref) =
∑
ib

lnP (Rib|ref). (7)

Since the variables Rib are binary, their mean values 〈Rib〉 upon presentation of the reference completely206

specify P (Rib|ref): 〈Rib〉 = P (Rib = 1|ref). They are directly evaluated from the responses to repetitions207

of the reference stimulus, with a small pseudo-count to avoid zero values.208

Evaluating the Fisher information matrix, Eq. (18), within the local model, Eq. 6, gives:209

I = FT ·CR · F (8)

where CR is the covariance matrix of R, which within the model is diagonal because of the assumption of210

conditional independence.211

Inference of the local model. To infer the filters Fib,t, we only include perturbations that are212

small enough to remain within the linear approximation. We first separated the dataset into a training (285×213

16 perturbations) and testing (20× 16 perturbations) sets. We then defined, for each perturbation shape, a214

maximum perturbation amplitude above which the linear approximation was no longer considered valid. We215

selected this threshold by optimizing the model’s ability to predict the changes in firing rates in the testing216

set. Model learning was performed for each cell independently by maximum likelihood with an L2 smoothness217

regularization on the shape of the filters, using a pseudo-Newton algorithm. The amplitude threshold218

obtained from the optimization varied widely across perturbation shapes. The number of perturbations for219
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each shape used in the inference ranged from 20 (7% of the total) to 260 (91% of the total). Overall only220

32% of the perturbations were kept (as we excluded repetitions of perturbations with largest amplitude used221

for calibration). Overfitting was limited: when tested on perturbations of similar amplitudes, the prediction222

performance on the testing set was never lower than 15% of the performance on the training set.223

Linear decoder. We built a linear decoder of the bar trajectory from the population response.224

The model takes as input the population response R to the trajectory X(t) and provides a prediction X̂(t)225

of the bar position in time:226

X̂(t) =
∑
i,τ

Ki,τRi,t−τ + constant (9)

where the filters K have a time integration windows of 15× 20ms = 300ms, as in the local model.227

We infered the linear decoder filters by minimizing the mean square error (Warland et al. 1997) ,228

∑
t[X(t)− X̂(t)]2, in the reconstruction of 4000 random trajectories governed by the dynamics of an over-229

damped oscillator with noise (see above). The linear decoder is then applied to the perturbed trajectories,230

X(t) = X0(t) + S(t), where X0(t) denotes the reference trajectory. The linear decoder does not use prior231

information about the local structure of the experiment, namely about the fact that the stimulus to decode232

consists of perturbations around a reference simulation. However, it implicitly uses prior information about233

the statistics of the overdamped oscillator, as it was trained on bar trajectories with those statistics. Tested234

on a sequence of ∼ 400 repetitions of one of the two reference trajectories, where the first 300 ms of each235

have been cut out, we obtain a correlation coefficient of 0.87 between the stimulus and its reconstruction.236

Local model Bayesian decoder. In order to construct a decoder based on the local model, we237

use Bayes’ rule to infer the presented stimulus given the response:238

P (S|R) =
P (R|S)P (S)

P (R)
(10)

where P (R|S) is given by the local model (Eq. 6), P (S) is the prior distribution over the stimulus, and239

P (R) is a normalization factor that does not depend on the stimulus. P (S) is taken to be the distribution240

of trajectories from an overdamped stochastic oscillator with the same parameters as in the experiment241

(Anonymous 2015), to allow for a fair comparison with the linear decoder, which was trained with those242

statistics. The stimulus is inferred by maximizing the posterior P (S|R) numerically, using a pseudo-Newton243

iterative algorithm.244

Local signal to noise ratio in decoding. To quantify local decoder performance as a function245

of the stimulus frequency, we estimated a local signal-to-noise ratio of the decoding signal, LSNR(S), which246

10



is a function of the reference stimulus. Here we cannot compute SNR as a ratio between total signal power247

and noise power, because this would require to integrate over the entire stimulus space, while our approach248

only provides a model around the neighbourhood of the reference stimulus.249

In order to obtain a meaningful comparison between the linear and local decoders, we expand them250

at first order in the stimulus perturbation and compute the SNR of these ‘linearized’ decoders. For any251

decoder and for stimuli nearby a reference stimulation, the inferred value of the stimulus, X̂, can be written252

as X̂ = φ(X), where X is the real bar trajectory, and φ has a random component (due to the random nature253

of the response on which the reconstruction relies). Linearizing φ for X = X0 + S,254

X̂ = φ(X0 + S) ≈ 〈φ(X0)〉+T · S+ ε, (11)

where T is a transfer matrix which differs from the identity matrix when decoding is imperfect, and ε a255

Gaussian noise of covariance Cε. Thus the reconstructed perturbation Ŝ = X̂−X0 can be written as:256

Ŝ = T · S+ b+ ε, (12)

where b = 〈φ(X0)〉 − X0 is a systematic bias. We inferred the values of b and Cε from the ∼ 400257

reconstructions of the reference stimulation using either of the two decoders, and the values of T from the258

reconstructions of the perturbed trajectories. The inference is done by an iterative algorithm similar to that259

used for the inference of the filters F of the local model. We define the local signal-to-noise ratio (LSNR) in260

decoding the perturbation S as:261

LSNR(S) = (〈Ŝ〉 − b)T ·C−1
ε · (〈Ŝ〉 − b) = ST ·TT ·C−1

ε ·T · S. (13)

where here 〈. . . 〉 means average with respect to the noise ε. In this formula, the signal is defined as the262

average predicted perturbation 〈Ŝ〉, from which the systematic bias b is subtracted, yielding T ·S. The noise263

is simply ε. Note that here the LSNR is defined for a given perturbation S. It is the ratio of the squared264

signal to the noise variance (summed over the eigendirections of the noise correlator, since we are dealing with265

a multidimensional signal). This LSNR gives a measure of decoding performance, through the amplitude266

of the decoded signal relative to the noise. To study how this performance depends on the frequency ν of267

the input signal, in Fig. 6C we apply Eq. 13 with Sb = A exp(2πiνbδt), where A is the amplitude of the268

perturbation shown in Fig. 5A and b is a time-bin counter. Note that this frequency-dependent LSNR should269

not be intepreted as a ratio of signal and noise power spectra, but rather as the dependence of decoding270
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performance on the frequency of the perturbation. It is used rather than the traditional SNR because we271

are dealing with signals with no time-translation invariance (i.e. Ttt′ is not just a function of t − t′, and272

neither is Cε,tt′). However, our LNSR reduces to the traditional frequency-dependent SNR in the special273

case of time-translation invariance, i.e. when the decoder is convolutional, and its noise stationary (see274

Mathematical Derivations)275

Fisher information estimation of sensitivity coefficients. In Figs. 5A-B and 7C-D,276

we show the Fisher estimations of sensitivity coefficients c(Q) for perturbations of different shapes Q, either277

those used during the experiment (shown Fig. 1), or oscillating ones, Sb = A exp(2πiνbδt). In order to278

compute these sensitivity coefficients, we use Eq. (14) to compute the sensitivity index d′ and then we divide279

it by the perturbation amplitude, yielding c(Q) = d′/A =
√

QT · I ·Q.280

RESULTS281

Measuring sensitivity using closed-loop experiments. We recorded from a population282

of 60 ganglion cells in the rat retina using a 252-electrode array while presenting a randomly moving bar283

(see Fig. 2A and Materials and Methods). Tracking the position of moving objects is major task that the284

visual system needs to solve. The performance in this task is constrained by the ability to discriminate285

different trajectories from the retinal activity. Our aim was to measure how this recorded retinal population286

responded to different small perturbations around a pre-defined stimulus. We measured the response to287

many repetitions of a short (0.9 s) reference stimulus, as well as many small perturbations around it. The288

reference stimulus was the random trajectory of a white bar on a dark background undergoing Brownian289

motion with a restoring force (see Materials and Methods). Perturbations were small changes affecting that290

reference trajectory in its middle portion, between 280 and 600 ms. The population response was defined as291

sequences of spikes and silences in 20 ms time bins for each neuron, independently of the number of spikes292

(Materials and Methods).293

To assess the sensitivity of the retinal network, we asked how well different perturbations could be294

discriminated from the reference stimulus based on the population response. We expect the ability to295

discriminate perturbations to depend on two factors. First, the direction of the perturbation in the stimulus296

space, called perturbation shape. If we change the reference stimulus by moving along a dimension that is not297

taken into account by the recorded neurons, we should not see any change in the response. Conversely, if we298

choose to change the stimulus along a dimension that neurons “care about,” we should quickly see a change299
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FIG. 2. Sensitivity of a neural population to visual stimuli. A.: the retina is stimulated with

repetitions of a reference stimulus (here the trajectory of a bar, in blue), and with perturbations

of this reference stimulus of different shapes and amplitudes. Purple and red trajectories are

perturbations with the same shape, of small and large amplitude. B.: mean response of three

example cells to the reference stimulus (left column and light blue in middle and right columns)

and to perturbations of small and large amplitudes (middle and right columns).

in the response. The second factor is the amplitude of the perturbation: responses to small perturbations300

should be hardly distinguishable, while large perturbations should elicit easily detectable changes, as can301

be seen in Fig. 2B. To assess the sensitivity to perturbations of the reference stimulus we need to explore302

many possible directions that these perturbations can take, and for each direction, we need to find a range303

of amplitudes that is as small as possible but will still evoke a detectable change in the retinal response. In304

other words, we need to find the range of amplitudes for which discrimination is hard but not impossible.305

This requires looking for the adequate range of perturbation amplitudes “online,” during the time course of306

the experiment.307

In order to automatically adapt the amplitude of perturbations to the sensitivity of responses for each308

of the 16 perturbation shapes and for each reference stimulus, we implemented closed-loop experiments309

(Fig. 3A). At each step, the retina was stimulated with a perturbed stimulus and the population response310

was recorded. Spikes were detected in real time for each electrode independently by threshold crossing (see311

Materials and Methods). This coarse characterization of the response is no substitute for spike sorting,312

but it is fast enough to be implemented in real time between two stimulus presentations, and sufficient to313

detect changes in the response. This method was used to adaptively select the range of perturbations in314

real time during the experiment, and to do it for each direction of the stimulus space independently. Proper315
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FIG. 3. Closed-loop experiments to probe the range of stimulus sensitivity. A. Ex-

perimental setup: we stimulated a rat retina with a moving bar. Retinal ganglion cell (RGC)

population responses were recorded extracellularly with a multi-electrode array. Electrode signals

were high-pass filtered and spikes were detected by threshold crossing. We computed the discrimi-

nation probability of the population response, and adapted the amplitude of the next perturbation.

B. Left: the neural responses of 60 sorted RGCs are projected along the axis going through the

mean response to reference stimulus and the mean response to a large perturbation. Small dots

are individual responses, large dots are means. Middle: mean and standard deviation (in grey)

of response projections for different amplitudes of an example perturbation shape. Right: distri-

butions of the projected responses to the reference (blue), and to small (purple) and large (red)

perturbations. Discrimination is high when the distribution of the perturbation is well separated

from the distribution of the reference. C. Discrimination probability as a function of amplitude

A. The discrimination increases as an error function, (1/2)[1 + erf(d′/2)], with d′ = c × A (grey

line: fit). Ticks on the x axis show the amplitudes that have been tested during the closed-loop

experiment.
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spike sorting was performed after the experiment using the procedure described in Anonymous (2012) and316

Anonymous (2016) and used for all subsequent analyses.317

To test whether a perturbation was detectable from the retinal response, we considered the population318

response, summarized by a binary vector containing the spiking status of each recorded neuron in each time319

bin, and projected it onto an axis to obtain a single scalar number. The projection axis was chosen to320

be the difference between the mean response to a large-amplitude perturbation and the mean response to321

the reference (Fig. 3B). On average, the projected response to a perturbation is larger than the projected322

response to the reference. However, this may not hold for individual responses, which are noisy and broadly323

distributed around their mean (see Fig. 3B, right, for example distributions). We define the discrimination324

probability as the probability that the projected response to the perturbation is in fact larger than to the325

reference. Its value is 100% if the responses to the reference and perturbation are perfectly separable,326

and 50% if their distributions are identical, in which case the classifier does no better than chance. This327

discrimination probability is equal to the ‘area under the curve of the receiver-operating characteristics,’328

which is widely used for measuring the performance of binary discrimination tasks.329

During our closed-loop experiment, our purpose was to find the perturbation amplitude with a discrim-330

ination probability of 85%. To this end we computed the discrimination probability online as described331

above, and then chose the next perturbation amplitude to be displayed using the ‘accelerated stochastic332

approximation’ method (Faes et al. 2007, Kesten 1958): when discrimination was above 85%, the amplitude333

was decreased, otherwise, it was increased (see Materials and Methods).334

Fig. 3C shows the discrimination probability as a function of the perturbation amplitude for an example335

perturbation shape. Discrimination grows linearly with small perturbations, and then saturates to 100%336

for large ones. This behavior is well approximated by an error function (gray line) parametrized by a337

single coefficient, which we call sensitivity coefficient and denote by c. This coefficient measures how fast338

the discrimination probability increases with perturbation amplitude: the higher the sensitivity coefficient,339

the easier it is to discriminate responses to small perturbations. It can be interpreted as the inverse of the340

amplitude at which discrimination reaches 76%, and is related to the classical sensitivity index d′ (Macmillan341

and Creelman 2004), through d′ = c × A, where A denotes the perturbation amplitude (see Materials and342

Methods).343

All 16 different perturbation shapes were displayed, corresponding to 16 different directions in the stim-344

ulus space, and the optimal amplitude was searched for each of them independently. We found a mean345

sensitivity coefficient of c = 0.0516 μm−1. However, there were large differences across the different pertur-346
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bation shapes, with a minimum of c = 0.028 μm−1 and a maximum of c = 0.065 μm−1.347

Sensitivity and Fisher information. So far our results have allowed us to estimate the348

sensitivity of the retina in specific directions of the perturbation space. Can we generalize from these349

measurements and predict the sensitivity in any direction? The stimulus is the trajectory of a bar and is350

high dimensional. Under the assumptions of the central limit theorem, we show that the sensitivity can be351

expressed in matrix form as (see Materials and Methods):352

d′ =
√
ST · I · S, (14)

where I is the Fisher information matrix, of the same dimension as the stimulus, and S the perturbation353

represented as a column vector. This result generalizes that of Seung and Sompolinsky (1993), initially354

derived for one-dimensional stimuli, to arbitrary dimensions. Thus, the Fisher information is sufficient to355

predict the code’s sensitivity to any perturbation.356

Despite the generality of Eq. 14, it should be noted that estimating the Fisher information matrix for357

a highly dimensional stimulus ensemble requires a model of the population response. As already discussed358

in the introduction, the non-linearities of the retinal code make the construction of a generic model of359

responses to arbitrary stimuli a very arduous task, and is still an open problem. However, the Fisher360

information matrix need only be evaluated locally, around the response to the reference stimulus, and to do361

so building a local response model is sufficient.362

Local model for predicting sensitivity. We introduce a local model to describe the stochas-363

tic population response to small perturbations of the reference stimulus. This model will then be used to364

estimate the Fisher information matrix, and from it the retina’s sensitivity to any perturbation, using Eq. 14.365

The model, schematized in Fig. 4A, assumes that perturbations are small enough that the response can be366

linearized around the reference stimulus. First, the response to the reference is described by conditionally367

independent neurons firing with time-dependent rates estimated from the peristimulus time histograms368

(PSTH). Second, the response to perturbations is modeled as follows: for each neuron and for each 20369

ms time bin of the considered response, we use a linear projection of the perturbation trajectory onto a370

temporal filter to modify the spike rates relative to the reference. These temporal filters were inferred from371

the responses to all the presented perturbations, varying both in shape and amplitude (but small enough to372

remain within the linear approximation). Details of the model and its inference are given in Materials and373

Methods.374
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We checked the validity of the local model by testing its ability to predict the PSTH of cells in response375

to perturbations (Fig. 4B). To assess model performance, we computed the difference of PSTH between per-376

turbation and reference, and compared it to the model prediction. Fig. 4D shows the correlation coefficient377

of this PSTH difference between model and data, averaged over all recorded cells for one perturbation shape.378

To obtain an upper bound on the attainable performance given the limited amount of data, we computed379

the same quantity for responses generated by the model (black line). Model performance saturates that380

bound for amplitudes up to 60 μm, indicating that the local model can accurately predict the statistics of381

responses to perturbations within that range. For larger amplitudes, the linear approximation breaks down,382

and the local model fails to accurately predict the response. This failure for large amplitudes is expected383

if the retinal population responds non-linearly to the stimulus. We observed the same behavior for all the384

perturbation shapes that we tested. We have therefore obtained a local model that can predict the response385

to small enough perturbations in many directions.386

To further validate the local model, we combine it with Eq. 14 to predict the sensitivity c of the network387

to various perturbations of the bar trajectory, as measured directly by linear discrimination (Fig. 3). The388

Fisher matrix takes a simple form in the local model: I = F ·CR ·FT, where F is the matrix containing the389

model’s temporal filters (stacked as row vectors), and CR is the covariance matrix of the entire response to390

the reference stimulus across neurons and time. We can then use the Fisher matrix to predict the sensitivity391

coefficient using Eq. 14, and compare it to the same sensitivity coefficient previously estimated using linear392

discrimination. Fig. 5A shows that these two quantity are strongly correlated (Pearson correlation: 0.82,393

p = 10−8), although the Fisher prediction is always larger. This difference could be due to two reasons:394

limited sampling of the responses, or non optimality of the projection axis used for linear discrimination. To395

evaluate the effect of finite sampling, we repeated the analysis on a synthetic dataset generated using the396

local model, with the same stimulation protocol as in the actual experiment. The difference in the synthetic397

data (Fig. 5B) and experiment (Fig. 5A) were consistent, suggesting that finite sampling is indeed the main398

source of discrepancy. We confirmed this result by checking that using the optimal discrimination axis (see399

Mathematical Derivations) did not improve performance (data not shown).400

Summarizing, our estimation of the local model and of the Fisher information matrix can predict the401

sensitivity of the retinal response to perturbations in many directions of the stimulus space. We now use402

this estimation of the sensitivity of the retinal response to tackle two important issues in neural coding: the403

performance of linear decoding, and efficient information transmission.404

Linear decoding is not optimal. When trying to decode the position of random bar trajecto-405
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ries over time using the retinal activity, we found that a linear decoder (Materials and Methods) could reach406

a satisfying performance, confirming previous results (Warland, Anonymous). Several works have shown407

that it was challenging to outperform linear decoding on this task in the retina (Warland, Anonymous).408

From this result we can wonder if the linear decoder is optimal, i.e. makes use of all the information present409

in the retinal activity, or if this decoder is sub-optimal and could be outperformed by a non-linear decoder.410

To answer this question, we need to determine an upper bound on the decoding performance reachable by411

any decoding method. For an encoding model, the lack of reliability of the response sets an upper bound412

on the encoding model performance, but finding a similar upper bound for decoding is an open challenge.413

Here we show that our local model can define such an upper bound.414

The local model is an encoding model: it predicts the probability of responses given an stimulus. Yet415

it can be used to create a ‘Bayesian decoder’ using Bayesian inversion (see Materials and Methods): given416

a response, what is the most likely stimulus that generated this response under the model? Since the local417

model predicts the retinal response accurately, doing Bayesian inversion of this model should be the best418

decoding strategy, meaning that other decoders should perform equally or worse. When decoding the bar419

trajectory, we found that the Bayesian decoder was more precise than the linear decoder, as measured by420

the variance of the reconstructed stimulus (Fig. 6A). The Bayesian decoder had a smaller error than the421

linear decoder when decoding perturbations of small amplitudes (Fig. 6B). For larger amplitudes, where the422

local model is expected to break down, the performance of the Bayesian decoder decreased.423

To quantify decoding performance as a function of the stimulus temporal frequency, we estimated a424

‘local signal-to-noise ratio (LSNR)’ of the decoding signal for small perturbations of various frequencies (see425

Materials and Methods). The definition of the LSNR differs from the usual frequency-dependent SNR, as426

it is defined to deal with signals that are local in stimulus space and in time, i.e. with no invariance to time427

translations. We verified however that the two are equivalent when time-translation invariance is satisfied428

(see Mathematical Derivations). The Bayesian decoder had a much higher LSNR than the linear decoder429

at all frequencies (Fig. 6C), even if both did fairly poorly at high frequencies. This shows that, despite430

its good performance, linear decoding misses some information about the stimulus present in the retinal431

activity. This result suggests that inverting the local model, although it does not provide an alternative432

decoder generalizable to all possible trajectories, sets a gold standard for decoding, and can be used to test433

if other decoders miss a significant part of the information present in the neural activity. It also confirms434

that the local model is an accurate description of the retinal response to small enough perturbations around435

the reference stimulus.436
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Signature of efficient coding in the sensitivity. The structure of the Fisher information437

matrix shows that the retinal population is more sensitive to some directions of the stimulus space than438

others. Are these differences in the sensitivity optimal for efficient information transmission? We hypothe-439

sized that the retinal sensitivity has adapted to the statistics of the bar motion presented throughout the440

experiment to best transmit information about its position. Fig. 7A represents the power spectrum of the441

bar motion, which is maximum at low frequencies, and quickly decays at large frequencies. We used our442

measure of the Fisher matrix to estimate the retinal sensitivity power as the sensitivity coefficient c to443

oscillatory perturbations as a function of temporal frequency (Material and Methods). Unlike the power444

spectrum, which depends monotonously on frequency, we found that the sensitivity is bell shaped, with a445

peak in frequency around 4Hz (Fig. 7C).446

To interpret this peak in sensitivity, we studied a minimal theory of retinal function, similar to447

Van Hateren (1992), to test how maximizing information transmission would reflect on the sensitivity448

of the retinal response. In this theory, the stimulus is first passed through a low-pass filter, then corrupted449

by an input white noise. This first stage describes filtering due to the photoreceptors (Ruderman and450

Bialek 1992). The photoreceptor output is then transformed by a transfer function and corrupted by a451

second external white noise, which mimics the subsequent stages of retinal processing leading to ganglion452

cell activity. Here the output is reduced to a single continuous signal (Fig. 7B, see Mathematical Deriva-453

tions details). Note that this theory is linear: we are not describing the response of the retina to any454

stimulus, which would be highly non-linear, but rather its linearized response to perturbations around a455

given stimulus, as in our experimental approach. To apply the efficient coding hypothesis, we assumed that456

the photoreceptor filter is fixed, and we maximized the transmitted information, measured by Shannon’s457

mutual information, over the transfer function, see Mathematical Derivations, Eq. (31). We constrained458

the variance of the output to be constant, corresponding to a metabolic constraint on the firing rate of459

ganglion cells. In this simple and classical setting, this optimal transfer function, and the corresponding460

sensitivity, can be calculated analytically. Although the power spectrum of the stimulus and photoreceptor461

output are monotonically decreasing, and the noise spectrum is flat, we found that the optimal sensitivity462

of the theory is bell shaped (Fig. 7E), in agreement with our experimental findings (Fig. 7C). Recall that463

in our reasoning, we assumed that the network optimizes information transmission for the statistics of the464

stimulus used in the experiment. Alternatively, it is possible that the retinal network optimizes information465

transmission of natural stimuli, which may have slightly different statistics. We also tested our model with466

natural temporal statistics (power spectrum ∼ 1/ν2 as a function of frequency ν, Dong and Atick (1995))467
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and found the same results (data not shown).468

One can intuitively understand our result that a bell-shaped sensitivity is desirable from a coding per-469

spective. On one hand, in the small frequency regime, sensitivity increases with frequency, i.e. decreases470

with stimulus power. This result is classic: when the input noise is small compared to stimulus, the best471

coding strategy for maximizing information is to whiten the input signal to obtain a flat output spectrum,472

which is obtained by having the squared sensitivity be inversely proportional to the stimulus power (Rieke473

et al. 1996, Wei and Stocker 2016). On the other hand, at high frequencies, the input noise is too high474

(relative to the stimulus power) for the stimulus to be recovered. Allocating sensitivity and output power475

to those frequencies is therefore a waste of resources, as it is devoted to amplifying noise, and sensitivity476

should remain low to maximize information. A peak of sensitivity is thus found between the high SNR477

region, where stimulus dominates noise and whitening is the best strategy, and the low LSNR region, where478

information is lost into the noise and coding resources should be scarce. A result of this optimization is that479

the information transferred should monotonically decrease with frequency, just as the input power spectrum480

does (Fig. 7F). We tested if this prediction was verified in the data. We estimated similarly the information481

rate against frequency in our data, and found that it was also decreasing monotonically (Fig. 7D). The482

retinal response has therefore organized its sensitivity across frequencies in a manner that is consistent with483

an optimization of information transmission across the retinal network.484

DISCUSSION485

We have developed an approach to characterize experimentally the sensitivity of a sensory network to486

changes in the stimulus. Our general purpose was to determine which dimensions of the stimulus space most487

affect the response of a population of neurons, and which ones leave it invariant—a key issue to characterize488

the selectivity of a neural network to sensory stimuli. We developed a local model to predict how recorded489

neurons responded to perturbations around a defined stimulus. With this local model we could estimate490

the sensitivity of the recorded network to changes of the stimulus along several dimensions. We then used491

this estimation of network sensitivity to show that it can help define an upper bound on the performance492

of decoders of neural activity. We also showed that the estimated sensitivity was in agreement with the493

prediction from efficient coding theory.494

Our approach can be used to test how optimal different decoding methods are. In our case, we found that495

linear decoding, despite its very good performance, was far from the performance of the Bayesian inversion496
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of our local model, and therefore far from optimal. This result implies that there should exist non-linear497

decoding methods that outperform linear decoding (Botella-Soler et al. 2016). Testing the optimality of the498

decoding method is crucial for brain machine interfaces (Gilja et al. 2012): in this case an optimal decoder is499

necessary to avoid missing a significant amount of information. Building our local model is a good strategy500

for benchmarking different decoding methods.501

In the retina, efficient coding theory had led to key predictions about the shape of the receptive fields,502

explaining their spatial extent (Atick 1992, Borghuis et al. 2008), or the details of the overlap between cells of503

the same type (Doi et al. 2012, Karklin and Simoncelli 2011, Liu et al. 2009). However, when stimulated with504

complex stimuli like a fine-grained image, or irregular temporal dynamics, the retina exhibits a non-linear505

behaviour (Gollisch and Meister 2010). For this reason, up to now, there was no prediction of the efficient506

theory for these complex stimuli. Our approach circumvents this barrier, and shows that the sensitivity of507

the retinal response is compatible with efficient coding. Future works could use a similar approach with508

more complex perturbations added on top of natural scenes to characterize the sensitivity to natural stimuli.509

More generally, different versions of the efficient coding theory have been proposed to explain the orga-510

nization of several areas of the visual system (Bell and Sejnowski 1997, Bialek et al. 2006, Dan et al. 1996,511

Karklin and Simoncelli 2011, Olshausen and Field 1996) and elsewhere (Chechik et al. 2006, Kostal et al.512

2008, Machens et al. 2001, Smith and Lewicki 2006). Estimating Fisher information using a local model513

could be used in other sensory structures to test the validity of these hypotheses.514

Finally, the estimation of the sensitivity along several dimensions of the stimulus perturbations allows515

us to define which changes of the stimulus evoke the strongest change in the sensory network, and which516

ones should not make a big difference. Similar measures could in principle be performed at the perceptual517

level, where some pairs of stimuli are perceptually indistinguishable, while others are well discriminated.518

Comparing the sensitivity of a sensory network to the sensitivity measured at the perceptual level could be519

a promising way to relate neural activity and perception.520

MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS521

A. Derivation of discrimination coefficient in arbitrary dimension522

Here we derive Eq. 5 in detail. Recall that Lref is a random variable taking value L(R) = ln[P (R|S)/P (R|ref)]523

upon presentation of the reference stimulus and LS the random variable taking value L(R) when R is a524
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response to the presentation of S. Then their averages are given by:525

〈LS〉 =
∑
R

P (R|S)[lnP (R|S)− lnP (R|ref)] (15)

〈Lref〉 =
∑
R

P (R|ref)[lnP (R|S)− lnP (R|ref)]. (16)

Expanding at small S, P (R|S) ≈ P (R|ref)(1 + ∂ lnP (R|S)/∂ST|S=0 · S), one obtains:526

〈LS〉 − 〈Lref〉 =
∑
R

P (R|ref)
(
∂ lnP (R|S)

∂ST

∣∣∣∣
S=0

· S
)(

∂ lnP (R|S)
∂ST

∣∣∣∣
S=0

· S
)

= ST · I · S+O(S3), (17)

with527

I = (Itt′), Itt′ =
∑
R

P (R|ref) ∂ lnP (R|S)
∂St

∣∣∣∣
S=0

∂ lnP (R|S)
∂St′

∣∣∣∣
S=0

=
∑
R

∂P (R|S)
∂St

∣∣∣∣
S=0

∂ lnP (R|S)
∂St′

∣∣∣∣
S=0

=
∂

∂St

∑
R

P (R|S) ∂ lnP (R|S)
∂St′

∣∣∣∣
S=0

−
∑
R

P (R|ref) ∂2 lnP (R|S)
∂St ∂St′

∣∣∣∣
S=0

=
∂2

∂St∂S′t

∑
R

P (R|S)
∣∣∣∣∣
S=0

−
∑
R

P (R|ref) ∂2 lnP (R|S)
∂St ∂St′

∣∣∣∣
S=0

= −
∑
R

P (R|ref) ∂2 lnP (R|S)
∂St ∂St′

∣∣∣∣
S=0

,

(18)

where we have used
∑

R P (R|S) = 1. Similarly, the variances of these quantities are at leading order:528

〈L2
ref〉 − 〈Lref〉2 ≈ 〈L2

S〉 − 〈LS〉2 ≈ 〈L2
S〉 ≈

∑
R

P (R|ref)
(
∂ lnP (R|S)

∂ST

∣∣∣∣
S=0

· S
)2

= ST · I · S+O(S3), (19)

where we have used the fact that529

〈LS〉 =
∑
R

P (R|S)
(
∂ lnP (R|S)

∂ST

∣∣∣∣
S=0

· S
)
+O(S2) =

∂

∂ST

∑
R

P (R|S)
∣∣∣∣∣
S=0

· S+O(S2) = O(S2). (20)

Next we assume that lnP (R|S) is the sum of weakly correlated variables, meaning that its distribution can530

be approximated as Gaussian. Thus, the random variable LS − Lref is also distributed as a Gaussian, with531

mean μL = ST · I · S and variance σ2
L = 2ST · I · S. The discrimination probability is the probability that532

LS > Lref , i.e.533

P (LS − Lref > 0) =

∫ ∞

0

dx√
2πσL

e−(x−μL)2/2σ2
L =

1

2

(
1 + erf

(
μL
2σL

))
=

1

2

(
1 + erf

(
d′

2

))
, (21)

with d′ ≡ μL/σL =
√
ST · I · S.534
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B. Fisher and linear discrimination.535

There exists a mathematical relation between the Fisher information of Eq. 8 and linear discrimination.536

The linear discrimination task described earlier can be generalized by projecting the response difference,537

RS −Rref , along an arbitrary direction u:538

Δx = xS − xref = uT · (RS −Rref). (22)

Δx is again assumed to be Gaussian by virtue of the central limit theorem. We further assume that539

perturbations S are small, so that 〈RS〉 − 〈Rref〉 ≈ (∂〈RS〉/∂S) · S, and that CR does not depend on S.540

Calculating the mean and variance of Δx under these assumption gives an explicit expression of d′ in Eq. 3:541

d′ =
uT · ∂〈RS〉

∂S · S√
uT ·CR · u

. (23)

Maximizing this expression of d′ over the direction of projection u yields u = const×C−1
R · (∂〈RS〉/∂S) · S542

and543

d′ =
√
ST · IL · S, (24)

where IL = (∂〈RS〉/∂S)T ·C−1
R · (∂〈RS〉/∂S) is the linear Fisher information (Beck et al. 2011, Fisher 1936).544

This expression of the sensitivity corresponds to the best possible discrimination based on a linear projection545

of the response.546

Within the local linear model defined above, one has ∂〈RS〉/∂S = F ·CR, and IL = F ·CR ·FT , which547

is also equal to the true Fisher information (Eq. 8): I = IL. Thus, if the local model (Eq. 6) is correct,548

discrimination by linear projection of the response is optimal and saturates the bound given by the Fisher549

information.550

Note that the optimal direction of projection only differs from the direction we used in the experiments,551

u = 〈RS〉−〈Rref〉, by an equalization factor C−1
R . We have checked that applying that factor only improves552

discrimination by a few percents (data not shown).553
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C. Local SNR for a convolutional linear decoder554

In this section we show how the local SNR defined in Eq. (13) reduces to standard expression in the555

simpler case of a convolution decoder φ in the linear regime:556

X̂ = φ(X) = h �X+ ε (25)

where � is the convolution symbol, h is a stimulus independent linear filter and ε a Gaussian noise of557

covariance Cε and zero mean. Linearizing φ for X = X0 + S as in Eq. (12), we obtain558

Ŝ = T · S+ b+ ε, (26)

but now the transfer matrix Tbb′ = h(b − b′) depends only on the difference between the time-bin indices559

b and b′. When T is applied to an oscillating perturbation of unitary amplitude Ŝb(ν) ≡ exp(2πiνbδt), we560

have:561

T · S(ν) = h̃(ν) S(ν) (27)

where h̃(ν) ≡ ∑
τ h(τ) exp(2πiντδt) is the Fourier coefficient of filter h. As a consequence of this last562

property, the LSNR takes the following expression (see Eq. (13)):563

LSNR(S(ν)) = S(ν)T ·TT ·C−1
ε ·T · S(ν) (28)

= |h̃(ν)|2 S(ν)T ·C−1
ε · S(ν) , (29)

where |h̃(ν)|2 can be interpreted as the signal power at frequency ν for unitary stimulus perturbation. If564

furthermore Cε,bb′ ≡ 〈εbεb′〉 = Cε(b − b′), then LSNR(S(ν)) reduces to the standard expression of SNR565

(Woyczynski 2010):566

LSNR(S(ν)) =
|h̃(ν)|2
C̃(ν)

(30)

where C̃ε(ν) ≡
∑

τ Cε(τ) exp(2πiντδt) is the noise power at frequency ν.567

D. Frequency dependence of sensitivity and information.568

To analyze the behavior in frequency of the sensitivity, we compute the sensitivity index for an oscillating569

perturbation of unitary amplitude. We apply Eq. 14 with Ŝb(ν) ≡ exp(2πiνbδt). In order to estimate the570
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spectrum of the information rate we compute its behavior within the linear theory (Van Hateren 1992):571

MI(ν) =
1

2
ln
[
1 + CS(ν)I(ν)/δt

2
]

(31)

where CS(ν) is the power spectrum of the actual stimulus statistics (noisy damped oscillator), and I(ν) =572

(δt/L)ŜT(ν) · I · Ŝ(ν). Note that this decomposition in frequency of the transmitted information is valid573

because the system is linear and the stimulus is Gaussian distributed (Bernardi and Lindner 2015).574

E. Efficient coding theory.575

To build a theory of retinal sensitivity, we follow closely the approach of Van Hateren (Van Hateren576

1992). The stimulus is first linearly convolved with a filter f , of power F , then corrupted by an input white577

noise with uniform power H, then convolved with the linear filter r of the retina network of power G, and578

finally corrupted again by an external white noise Γ. The output power spectrum O(ν) can be expressed as579

a function of frequency ν:580

O(ν) = (δtL)G(ν)[(δtL)F(ν)CS(ν) +H] + Γ (32)

where CS(ν) is the power spectrum of the input. The information capacity of such a noisy input-output581

channel is limited by the allowed total output power V =
∑

ν O(ν), which can be interpreted as a constraint582

on the metabolic cost. The efficient coding hypothesis consists in finding the input-output relationship g∗,583

of power G∗(ν), that maximizes the information transmission under a constraint on the total power of the584

output. The optimal Fisher information matrix can be computed in the frequency domain as:585

I(ν) =
δt4L2G∗(ν)F(ν)
Γ + LδtG∗(ν)H . (33)

The photoreceptor filter (Warland et al. 1997) was taken to be exponentially decaying in time, f =586

τ−1 exp(−t/τ) (for t ≥ 0), with τ = 100 ms. The curve I(ν) only depends on H, Γ and V through587

two independent parameters. For the plots in Fig. 7 we chose: H = 3.38 μm2s, Γ = 0.02 spikes2s and588

V = 307 spikes2s, δt = 20 ms, and L = 2, 500. In Fig. 7D, we plot the sensitivity to oscillating perturbation589

with fixed frequency ν, which results in
√
I(ν)L/δt. In Fig. 7E we plot the spectral density of the transferred590

information rate:591

MI(ν) =
1

2
ln

[
1 +

(δtL)2G(ν)F(ν)CS(ν)

Γ + (δtL)G(ν)H
]
. (34)
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FIG. 4. Local model for responses to perturbations. A. The firing rates in response to a

perturbation of a reference stimulus are modulated by filters applied to the perturbation. There is

a different filter for each cell and each time bin. Because the model is conditionally independent

across neurons we show the schema for one example neuron only. B. Raster plot of the responses

of an example cell to the reference (blue) and perturbed (red) stimuli for several repetitions. C.

Peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) of the same cell in response to the same reference (blue)

and perturbation (red). Prediction of the local model for the perturbation is shown in green. D.

Performance of the local model at predicting the change in PSTH induced by a perturbation, as

measured by Pearson’s correlation coefficient between data and model, averaged over cells (green).

The data PSTH were calculated by grouping perturbations of the same shape and of increasing

amplitudes by groups of 20, and computing the mean firing rate at each time over the 20 pertur-

bations of each group. The model PSTH was calculated by mimicking the same procedure. To

control for noise from limited sampling, the same performance was calculated from synthetic data

of the same size, where the model is known to be exact (black).
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FIG. 5. The Fisher information predicts the experimentally measured sensitivity. A.

Sensitivity coefficients c for the two reference stimuli and 16 perturbation shapes, measured em-

pirically and predicted by the Fisher information (Eq. 14) and the local model. The purple point

corresponds to the perturbation shown in Fig. 2. Dashed line stands for best linear fit. B. Same

as B, but for responses simulated with the local model, with the same amount of data as in ex-

periments. The discriminability of perturbations was measured in the same way than for recorded

responses. Dots and error bars stand for mean and std over 10 simulations. Dashed line stands for

identity.
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FIG. 6. Bayesian decoding of the local model outperforms the linear decoder. A.

Responses to a perturbation of the reference stimulus (reference in blue, perturbation in red) are

decoded using the local model (green) or a linear decoder (orange). For each decoder, the area

shows one standard deviation from the mean. B. Decoding error as a function of amplitude, for

an example perturbation shape. C. Local signal-to-noise ratio for perturbations with different

frequencies (differing from the standard SNR definition to deal with locality in stimulus space and

in time, see text). The performance of both decoders decreases for high frequency stimuli.
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FIG. 7. Signature of efficient coding in the sensitivity A. Spectral density of the stimulus

used in experiments, which is monotonically decreasing. B. Simple theory of retinal function:

the stimulus is filtered by noisy photoreceptors, whose signal is then filtered by the noisy retinal

network. The retinal network filter was optimized to maximize information transfer at constant

output power. C. Sensitivity of the recorded retina to perturbations of different frequencies.

Note the non monotonic behavior. D. Same as C, but for the theory of optimal processing. E.

Information transmitted by the retina on the perturbations at different amplitudes. F. Same as

E, but for the theory.
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